Tips and Tricks for Using Google Successfully
Presented by Amy Urman
Sometimes it takes more than one query to find what you are looking for. Think about what you want to find
and choose words that would appear on a page with the correct answer.
For example, a search for Jones family may not have the words genealogy appear in the results.
After you type in your query you may see a panel on the right hand side that Google provides with a summary
of all the information it knows on the subject.
The shows where google found the information and clicking on the blue links in the panel will provide
additional information.

Scrolling down to the bottom of the result page often includes additional search queries.
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Simple Search Rules
Keep it Simple
Use most important search term first
Use web friendly words
Less is more
Use descriptive words
Not case sensitive
Punctuation does not matter

If you locate a word you do not recognize type define and then the word.

Your query can also show specific types of results. On the left hand side you can choose what type of result
you are looking for. Additional searches can be made on images, maps, videos, news, shopping, books and
more. Included in the more option are searches for places, blogs and patents.
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Each result has three specific elements:

Title

URL/web address

Snippet

More…… to access translate, books, blogger, photos and videos
Explore the “Even more” to access Google Scholar, YouTube, Alerts and other specialized search functions.
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Google Scholar
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Search Operators or search commands
In the query box you can utilize several commands to make your search more specific.
To remove invasive results use the minus sign (-). Example: durbin –senator –dick
Double quotes are used to keep words or a phrase together during a search.
Example: “all you need is love” would search for the phrase in the order with in the quotes.
.. Finds results within a specific time period.
Example: “richard poundstone” 1838..1912
AND finds results containing all of the keywords included
Example: logsdon AND durbin AND illinois
OR allows you to search for two terms or phrases and search for both them together.
Example: "genealogy forms" OR "family forms"
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Operators do not work if you leave a space after the colon.
Site:

to search within a specific site.

Example: Poundstone site:wikitree.com
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Inurl: to search for sites with a word or phrase in the url.
Example: inurl:genealogy

Intitle: searches for sites with a word or phrase in the title bar Example: intitle:durbin AND genealogy
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Filetype: limit search to a specific type of file such as PDF, doc, jpeg, etc.
Example: filetype:pdf "durbin" AND "logsdon"
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Google Alerts
A Google Alert is an automated search that is executed by Google on your behalf. Once you find a query that
works well you can set up an automated search to locate new results. You must have a Google account and be
logged in to utilize this feature.
To set up a Google Alert start at the Google homepage – google.com, click on the more button in the upper
left corner, and then even more. Scroll down the page to Alerts.
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Google Images – You can upload a photo and have Google search for the image. You can take a picture of an
object and upload it to see if you can find out what is or information about the image.
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Learn more about Google by clicking the more and even more buttons, experimenting with your queries;
search the different databases – images, books, scholar, videos, etc., take advantage of Google’s tools,
remember the web changes second by second there is always something new to find.
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